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Nordblom Co. has promoted Adele Olivier to senior vice president, director of commercial property
and asset management.Â Olivier oversees the team responsible for the management of over 6
million s/f of downtown and suburban commercial real estate and has direct asset management
responsibility of over 2 million s/f at Network Dr. and Northwest Park. Olivier is responsible for
ensuring that the properties Nordblom manages are done so in accordance with the client's goals
and objectives, and that tenants are treated professionally. Olivier has been with Nordblom since
2000.
"I am very pleased to welcome Adele into this new leadership role," said Peter Nordblom, president
of Nordblom Company. "Adele has been a fixture in our organization since she joined the company."
Olivier has been a key player in the permitting and planning of Northwest Park, which is slated to be
redeveloped into a mixed-use property hosting upscale retail, restaurants, multifamily units and
Class-A office space. Â Olivier is involved with every aspect of the future planning and development
of this unique site. Â In conjunction with the redevelopment of Northwest Park, Olivier has been
involved with the acquisition and asset management of Network Dr. at Northwest Park, a 158-acre,
805,000 s/f Class-A suburban office campus adjacent to Northwest Park. Since Nordblom and
Nordic Props. acquired the seven-building campus, Olivier has played a principal role in
repositioning and marketing the property Â to maintain its position as one of our strongest assets.
"I am thrilled to be involved in Burlington's strengthening position in the marketplace.Â This truly is a
new era in property management as the company expands into the retail management domain,"
said Olivier. Â 
Olivier's expertise includes commercial property management, asset management, lease
negotiation, administration and budgeting.Â Olivier has over 20 years of experience and received
her MBA from Henley Univ. in the UK.
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